The impact of a structured floral arrangement (SFA) program on caregivers’ mental health: A pilot study
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Abstract

Good mental health of caregivers is crucial for maintaining strong relationships between caregivers and care-recipients, which in turn is important for positive caregiving outcomes. We have developed a structured floral arrangement (SFA) program for neurocognitive disorders to improve visuospatial memory, whereby patients are asked to arrange real flowers and leaves according to an instruction sheet, and then take the arrangements back home to enjoy with their caregivers (family members or care staff). Previous studies with the SFA program revealed that it improves the visuospatial memory of treated patients and the production of the arrangements encouraged them to continue the cognitive training. However, the impact of the arrangements on mental health of the caregivers at home has been unclear. We therefore investigated the effects of these floral arrangements on primary caregivers’ mental health. Our results showed that the mean total GHQ-28 score of caregivers improved significantly when spending time with the arrangements (P<0.05), although no changes were found in control caregivers who were not exposed to arrangements in the home. Mean scores of the GHQ-28 Anxiety and Insomnia sub-category was significantly improved in caregivers exposed to the arrangements. These results suggest that caregivers are affected positively by arrangements of real flowers and leaves made by their care-recipients. The SFA program could therefore contribute to improving the mental health of caregivers as well as the visuospatial memory of patients with neurocognitive disorders.

Introduction

Experiences of psychological, behavioural and physical symptoms associated with neurocognitive disorders are stressful and result in a decline of physical and mental health levels of not only care-recipients but also their caregivers [1-3]. Influences on the mental state of caregivers have been frequently studied and depression has been reported as one of the more common negative effects of caregiving [3]. Declining mental health can become a risk factor for the deterioration of the relationship between a caregiver and the care-recipient. Good mental health and a positive relationship are crucial for positive caregiving outcomes and slow care-recipients’ cognitive and functional decline [4]. Dealing with the mental health problems of caregivers is important in nursing care involving neuropsychological disorders.

There are many therapies and interventions for caregivers that care for those with neurocognitive disorders [1,5-8]. However, meta-analyses have shown that multiple therapeutic interventions have difficulty reducing caregivers’ mental and physical symptoms [1] and that the benefits of interventions are either modest or inconsistent [7].

Previous studies reported that more positive outcomes occur when interventions target both caregivers and recipients simultaneously rather than either alone [2,5,7-9].

Logiudice and colleagues [10] reported that caregivers exhibit improvements in psychosocial health relevant to quality of life through interventions that include counselling, education and care planning for caregivers as well as cognitive assessment of demented patients. Home-based cognitive stimulation therapy has also been reported to reduce caregiver burden when caregivers and demented recipients are engaged in an exercise and/or game together [9]. Thus, it seems important to intervene with both patients and caregivers simultaneously in order to improve caregivers’ mental states.

We have developed a structured floral arrangement (SFA) program as cognitive training (CT) for patients with psychiatric or neurocognitive disorders [11-13]. SFA participants were asked to arrange cut flowers and leaves on absorbent foam according to an instruction sheet as part of a day-care program. The SFA program improved visuospatial processes and spatial memory and encouraged continuous participation in patients with neurocognitive or psychiatric disorders [11,13]. The SFA program has benefits similar to horticultural therapy. Treated patients took home the natural arrangements and enjoyed these works with their caregivers (family members or care staffs) [11,13]. The arranged flowers and leaves were expected to support coping with stresses not only patients but also their family caregivers or care workers in each home. The SFA program may indirectly affect caregivers through the floral arrangements made by the care-recipients.
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during the intervention; however, no data on the impact of the SFA program on the mental health of caregivers has been collected to date.

The aim of this study was to investigate positive effects on primarily caregivers of keeping floral and leaf arrangements in the home during the SFA intervention. We used a general health questionnaire (GHQ) as a measurement instrument. The GHQ is a brief, consistent and reliable instrument developed by Goldberg and Hillier [14] and is one of the commonly used questionnaires for the detection of mental problems. To clarify that the effects of the SFA program were related to the use of natural materials, we examined the effect of SFA interventions using real flowers and leaves or coloured sticks in patients with neurocognitive disorders and compared the change of GHQ scores between “Flower” group and “Stick” group caregivers. GHQ scores were expected to improve only in Flower group caregivers whose patients worked with real flowers and leaves during the SFA program, and who spent time at home with the resulting arrangements.

Materials and Methods

Participants

We performed cognitive interventions using the SFA program in patients with neurocognitive disorders at two day-care facilities. The patients had neuropsychological disorders due to stroke, traumatic brain injury (TBI) and other related disorders. We also recruited their primarily caregivers to participate in the study. Fifteen caregivers participated: 11 females and 4 males with a mean age of 52.8 (SD±17.0) years. Among the 15 caregivers, 5 were partners, 6 were parents and 4 were unrelated to the patients.

The patients (care-recipients) received 3 sessions of SFA over 8 days (Figure 1) using real flowers and leaves (Figure 2a) or coloured sticks (Figure 2b) at each day-care facility. Nine patients used real flowers and leaves and the remaining 6 used sticks in the SFA sessions. After each SFA session with flowers and leaves, patients took their arrangements home with them, while patients that used sticks went back with nothing. The 9 caregivers (7 females and 2 males, mean age 52.6 years, SD±15.3) whose patients worked with real flowers and leaves during the SFA program were assigned to the Flower group. The caregivers of the Flower group spent time at home with the real flowers and leaves arranged by their care-recipients. The remained 6 caregivers (4 females and 2 males, mean age 53.2 years, SD±19.2) assigned to the Stick group spent their time in home as usual.

This study was approved by the Ethics Committees of the University of Ibaraki Prefectural and the University of Health Sciences Hospital.

We obtained written informed consent from all adult participants who were over 24 years old before their participation in the study.

Procedure

A Japanese version of the 28-item general health questionnaire (GHQ-28) was used to probe individuals’ psychological states. Caregivers were asked to answer the GHQ-28 on the first and last days of SFA intervention (Figure 1). Caregivers answered with respect to status over the preceding week (Figure 1). To detect changes in mental health state affected by the real flowers and leaves, we compared pre- and post-GHQ-28 scores in the Flower group. We employed a ‘0-0-1-1’ scoring method, in which 0 was scored for the two lesser responses (‘better than usual’ or ‘same as usual’) and 1 was scored for the two greater responses (‘less than usual’ or ‘much less than usual’) [15,16]. The scores were summed by adding all items to produce a rating range from 0 to 28, and a 5/4 cut-off point was used, where individuals with a score of 5 or above were classified as having poor mental health. The GHQ-28 scores were also divided into 4 sub-scales: Somatic Symptoms, Anxiety and Insomnia, Social Dysfunction, and Severe Depression. We analysed the total and sub-scores by using a Wilcoxon signed rank or Mann–Whitney U tests.

Results

We received self-reported questionnaires from all 15 caregivers. Figure 3 shows the mean total GHQ-28 scores. The Flower group care-recipients’ mean total scores decreased significantly over the intervention period and was below the cut-off threshold (5) in the post-test (P<0.05). The number of caregivers that were recognized as having poor mental health (i.e. scored over 5 points in the GHQ-28) decreased from 5 to 3 in the Flower group. In contrast, the mean total scores of Stick group did not exhibit a decrease and remained above 5 both before and after treatment (Figure 3). The number caregivers with poor mental health remained unchanged (3 persons) in Stick group.
Changes in GHQ-28 sub-scores are shown in Figure 4. Mean scores were significantly decreased in the Anxiety and Insomnia category only in the Flower group (Figure 4b, P<0.05). There was also a tendency toward improvement between pre- and post-scores in the Social Dysfunction category in the Flower group, although this was not significant (Figure 4c, P<0.10). No significant changes were observed in the other categories.

Discussion

Our results revealed that mean total GHQ-28 scores decreased significantly only in caregivers who spent time with the natural arrangements made by their care-recipients. The positive effects especially evident in two sub-categories of the GHQ-28: Anxiety and Insomnia and Social Dysfunction. The present results suggest that the SFA program using real flowers and leaves contributes to the improvement of caregivers’ quality of sleep and/or the enhancement of their self-evaluation of daily activities, thereby improving their mental health level at home.

SFA intervention reduced total mean GHQ-28 scores to below the cut-off threshold (5 points) only in caregivers in the Flower group and not in the Stick group. Thus, the use of real flowers and leaves during SFA is essential for positively affecting caregivers’ mental health, though training with sticks was sufficient as CT for patients with neurocognitive disorders [13]. Caregivers were therefore supported emotionally when their care-recipients participated in the SFA program using flowers and leaves. Although the SFA program directly treats patients, it can indirectly affect their caregivers through the arrangements produced by the patients. It is a unique feature of the SFA program that treated patients can positively affect their caregivers through their participation.

Cognitive outcomes were the focus of previous studies of the SFA program [11] and psychological benefits were not assessed in detail in treated patients [13]. This is the first study to reveal the psychological benefits in caregivers of the SFA program using real flowers and leaves. Similar results have been reported where cognitive intervention involving both demented patients and caregivers produces positive outcomes to caregivers rather than the mental state of the treated patients [9].

Arrangements with flowers and leaves might affect caregivers emotionally, and natural materials may help to support stress-coping mechanisms relevant to nursing care [17-19]. The coping strategy with flowers and leaves is classified as one of emotionally focused ones. Although emotion-focused strategies such as wishful thinking, denial and avoidance have reported poorer outcomes in mental health than problem-focused ones for caregivers [6], our study revealed benefits. The natural arrangements were produced by care-recipients, which might explain the present positive outcomes. Care-recipients seemed to take back the natural arrangements as gifts for their family members or care staffs during the SFA program. The natural gifts might efficiently induce conversations among family members or care staffs and support stress coping for caregivers. Our results agree with previous studies that psychological interventions involving both patients and caregivers are more effective than those involving just caregivers [1,5]. The SFA program using real flowers and leaves can affect both caregivers’ mental health and patients’ cognition simultaneously [13] without taking caregivers’ time for attending interventions together.
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